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Abstract. The objective of this study is to provide a new design approach to a fully au-
tomated book reader for individuals with visual impairment and blindness that is portable
and cost effective. This approach relies on the geometry of the design setup and provides
the mathematical foundation for integrating in a unique way a 3-D space surface map
from a low-resolution time of flight (ToF) device with a high-resolution image as means to
enhance the reading accuracy of warped images due to the page curvature of bound books
and other magazines. The merits of this low cost, but effective automated book reader
design include: (1) a seamless registration process of the two imaging modalities so that
the low-resolution (160 × 120 pixels) depth information, acquired by an Argos3D-P100
camera, accurately covers the entire book spread as captured by the high-resolution image
(3072 × 2304 pixels), acquired by a Canon G6 Camera; (2) a mathematical framework
for overcoming the curvature of open bound books, a process we refer to as the dewarping
of the book spread images, and (3) image correction performance comparison between
uniform and full height map to determine which map provides the highest optical char-
acter recognition (OCR) reading accuracy possible. The design concept could also be
applied to address the challenging process of book digitization. This method is dependent
on the geometry of the book reader setup for acquiring a 3-D map that yields high reading
accuracy once appropriately fused with the high-resolution image. The experiments were
performed on a testing dataset consisting of 200 pages with their corresponding computed
and co-registered height maps, which are made available to the research community for
their own testing (cate-book3dmaps.fiu.edu). Improvements of the reading accuracy, due
to the correction steps, were quantified and measured by introducing the corrected images
to an OCR engine and tabulating the number of missrecognized characters. Furthermore,
the resilience of the book reader was tested by introducing a rotational misalignment to
the book spreads and comparing the OCR accuracy to those obtained with the standard
alignment. The standard alignment yielded an average reading accuracy of 95.55% with
the uniform height map (i.e., the height values of the central row of the 3-D map are
replicated to approximate all other rows), and 96.11% with the full height maps (i.e.,
each row has its own height values as obtained from the depth information from the 3D
camera). When the rotational misalignments were taken into account, the results ob-
tained produced average accuracies of 90.63% and 94.75% for the same respective height
maps, proving added resilience of the full height map method.
Keywords: Book reader, Visual impairment and blindness, Book curvature correction,
Time of flight (ToF) device, Height/depth map, Text digitization, Optical character
recognition (OCR), Assistive technology
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1. Introduction. In this study, we assert that there is great need and demand for an
automated book reader design to be used as an assistive technology tool by individuals
with visual impairment and blindness in the comfort and privacy of their own homes
or offices, and be able to use it on any bound book or magazine they wish to read.
This provides them the freedom to check out any book from a public library or acquire a
book from any other venue (old or new), without worrying if its audio version (abridged or
unabridged) is available and then be required to dispense a monthly fee to Audiobooks.com
or Audible.com to access their existing catalog of titles. Although such technology can
be useful primarily as a reading device for visually impaired and blind individuals as part
of the challenge for universal access to education, it can also serve as part of a practical
solution to the remarkably challenging book digitization project, which benefits primarily
the user as this audio version can now be saved in memory for later use or for re-reading
certain sections of the book, but it will also serve the public at large by automating the
audio recording. Currently it is estimated that about 40% of audiobook utilization is
accomplished through public libraries, while the remaining 60% is through retail book
stores.

The desirable features needed of this design include: portability, cost-effectiveness, and
a user-friendly graphical interface. The proposed design meets these requirements as it
can be connected to any computer through USB ports, any platform could serve as the
book holder as long as its surface is not of black color (as it absorbs most of the IR light).
The two cameras were chosen for their relatively low costs, the upright camera holder
costs around $20.00 and can be easily set up, and with all the operational steps of the
user interface automated, including image acquisition, dewarping of the images, and OCR
for reading text. Furthermore, any pages that have been read are also automatically saved
in memory as digitized text for future use.

Recent papers in assistive technologies for the visually impaired [1,2] provide insightful
applications that show growth in the field of assistive technologies and the improvements
they bring into the broad field of universal accessibility. Some of the technologies described
in [1] rely on components available only online. There are other reading devices, currently
in the market, but they are designed primarily for document digitization [3,4], which are
mostly bulky and rather expensive.

Alternatively, some users might prefer to use their own portable devices (such as smart-
phones or tablets) along with specialized software to read text. This text could be found
on the screen of the devices, either previously extracted from images or from printed doc-
uments. Other assistive technologies which read text that has already been digitized to
visually impaired individuals by using digital accessible information systems are described
in [5]. JAWS is another software solution which reads out loud the text present in the
screen of electronic devices to users. Spatialized speech is also explored through auditory
interfaces for computer users who are visually impaired [6], where JAWS as a screen reader
equipped with an ALVA 544 Satellite braille display is compared with this custom-made
auditory interface based on spatialized speech. However, such devices are more tuned for
the spatial location of text to provide positioning context within a page or in some graph-
ical computer environment. Another useful tool is Google Translate, a free software tool
that can be used to read and translate text present in images obtained from the device’s
camera. A more inclusive and complete software is the KNFB (Kurzweil-National Feder-
ation of the Blind) award winning reader, which incorporates image capture, by utilizing
the device’s camera, processing, and text to synthesized speech conversion.

In terms of assistive technology tools, a thorough assessment of the many technologies
that are useful for persons with visual impairment and blindness is provided in [7]. Al-
though its focus is on students with visual impairment and blindness, the main intent
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is to explore how assistive technologies could improve the learning and functional capa-
bilities of all blind and visually impaired users. Other prototypes use two cameras and
range sensors to gather data about a surrounding environment to enhance navigation.
One example is the case of [8] where a Tyflos wearable system provides a 3D space rep-
resentation made possible in part by utilizing stereo vision. The concepts behind the
portable framework were also interestingly applied to document reading as was explored
in [9] where the Tyflos reader responded to voice commands to perform many tasks such
as but not limited to image capture, dewarping and segmentation. Other tools include
spectacles and handheld video magnifiers that enable access to reading materials to in-
dividuals with low vision impairments. Whereas, audio books and digitized text, read
by text to speech (TTS) software, are more general and inclusive tools. It is clear that
the overarching theme for such technologies is universal accessibility [10,11], but with the
intent to exploit, in an optimal fashion, the information acquired by the camera(s) to
yield useful descriptions of the viewed environment [12,13].

As a testament to the operational success of our initial book reader design which was
based on a dual digital camera system [55], four blind individuals from the Lighthouse
of Broward and its director have expressed full satisfaction with the reading accuracy
of this initial prototype after having evaluated and tested it. They have also indicated
that they were not worried about the text recognition errors as they are quite adept
at using context to overcome these errors and still capture the meaning as text is read
to them. One of them expressed desire to have such a system incorporate handwritten
text recognition so it could read personal notes, cards, and letters in the privacy of his
own home. Although the current implementation of the proposed system only deals with
printed text, future implementation will incorporate the ability to read hand written text
as well as mathematical formulas and equations. In fact, our group has looked into the task
of recognizing handwritten text using an extensive public database [14,15]. The challenge
remains in addressing the heavy computational requirements before hand-written text it
could to be integrated into the proposed book reader design.

Several book and document reader designs with different system setups, architectures,
and dewarping approaches have previously been proposed. A great deal of information
regarding the difficulties encountered and how they are addressed by document readers
can be found in [16]. The ultimate goal is the proper recognition of characters in doc-
uments. To this end the survey compares different characteristics of different document
image processing methods, and provides different insights on the manner in which images
are enhanced by adjusting capture environment, increased resolution, post processing to
address distortions, among other imaging challenges. Our group’s early design attempts
involved the use of a lateral camera to estimate the page curvature, and a top camera, to
read the text once the dewarping was accomplished [17,18]. In this case, page flattening is
accomplished mathematically by estimating the curvature captured by the lateral camera
using polynomials, and determining the mathematical framework for stretching the poly-
nomial and projecting the text characters into a flattened 2D plane are the contributions
made by these early studies.

Remarkably, the work in [19] uses a single high-resolution camera, and the dewarping
process is accomplished by taking consideration of cues present in the image. By sup-
posing baseline fitting, assumed to be straight, horizontal and vertical vanishing point
estimations on the perspective transformation on parallel lines are assumed for the text.
In this study, although they report a high reading accuracy of nearly 96%, the rectified
text seemed skewed, with some words being difficult to read with the naked eye, while
other words in a same paragraph appeared italicized next to others that looked correctly
rectified. Shape from shading rectification approaches, where the shape of the document is
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inferred from the shadow it casts, has also been explored in [20]. Although this approach
could yield positive results, it is highly dependent on lighting conditions and is prone to
variations. Whereas, [21] aims to correct the deformations of planar documents by us-
ing minimization functions that yield rectification transformations. Studies in [22,23] are
rather unique as they propose to convert e-books or e-documents available in PDF into
formats that are easily accessible by persons with visual impairments (i.e., Braille, audio-
tape, or large print format). Understandably, descriptions of figures and graphs have to be
added manually in a semiautomatic process [22]. In a sophisticated image analysis strat-
egy seeking a higher reading accuracy, the study reported in [24] integrates the so-called
iconic model (character-image classifier) and a linguistic model (word occurrence proba-
bility), with mutual entropy being the measure that assesses the disagreement between
the two models (high mutual entropy to mean disagreement or that the answer given
out by the iconic model has no corresponding entry in the dictionary). The Hamming-
distance-based template matching is used for classification in the iconic model relying on
the character classifier. Other research groups have looked into automating reading and
text tools for visually impaired persons [25] to be able to effectively interact and construct
mathematical expressions. This case focused on linear algebra as a good example to facil-
itate access to mathematics. The work in [26] focuses more on the removal of the so-called
Moiré-pattern noise and specular highlight present in document images acquired through
a smartphone in order to benefit the OCR reading outcome. The challenge of recognizing
and then reading text also extends to other languages [27], where the interesting case of
Arabic text, which is cursive in its writing nature and where characters assume different
shapes as a function of their location in a word (start, within, and ending of a word), is
explored. The authors in [27] proposed using different Arabic characters including stan-
dard characters (28 with no dots in them) and other more unique characters that have
dots in them, which can be found above the character (1 to 3) or below it (1 or 2), and use
a sliding window for feature extraction which are fed into a hidden Markov model for text
recognition. Therefore, the recognition in this case is a probabilistic pattern recognition
process which completely bypasses any segmentation process.

However, there is still room for improvement in these systems, especially in terms of
recognition rate and reading accuracy. A thorough and interesting survey [28] highlights
the merits and challenges of the different existing systems and approaches used for reading
documents.

Several studies have looked into the challenge of dewarping documents in order to
improve text recognition and ultimately the reading accuracy by means of existing and
much improved OCR systems. Interesting studies have been reported on means to rectify
distorted text by either estimating the curled text lines [29,30], looking into the geometric
properties of the captured images [31], or using two images from a single camera at
different angles to estimate the document’s surface from corresponding points akin to
stereo vision. Several studies proposed different flattening mechanisms through either grid
modeling [32], 3D shape modeling [33], by considering parallelism and equal line spacing
[34], modeling lines as wavefronts of planar waves [35], looking into slopes in words for
realignment [36], or by using curved surface projection modeling and baseline estimation as
a goal-oriented rectification [37]. The concepts of dewarping and flattening have also been
explored for other applications that include the restoration and enhancement of historical
documents [38,39], and for recognizing street signs from 3D scenes [40]. Cylindrical surface
modeling has also been considered through the use of an isometric mesh [41] or through
optical flow and structure from motion, by using the camera of a mobile phone which is
swept across the book spread for image capture [42]. In retrospect, we do agree with the
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assessment provided in [43] that in many surveys related to assistive technology, there is
a lack of details in the technical and functional improvements that such devices provide.

Our design focuses on the book curvature as a surface geometry problem, as obtained di-
rectly from height (depth) extraction [44-47], given the remarkable advances made in time
of flight (ToF) sensors along with their increased range of applications [48-54]. With this
kind of ToF devices, it became possible through the proposed design to determine height
maps that reflect the book’s curvature with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, algorithms re-
lying on height maps to improve character recognition through distortion correction can
now be further explored. We particularly focus on using two different height maps: 1) a
full height map as obtained from a full scan of the book’s surface by a ToF sensor, and
2) a uniform height map where the values from the central row of the 3D map are used
for all other rows (as was originally used in [17]). Once these maps are determined, the
curvature correction process takes place, and the corrected images are then fed into the
OCR engine.

Our earlier efforts at designing automated book readers [45,46,47] have been extended
to include improvements in the alignment of the Canon G6 Camera and Argos3D P100
sensor. An alignment bracer is used for the proper placement of heat sink and fan which
can extend the operational time of the ToF device. The new design is also fully automated,
requiring the pressing of single button we named Start Capture. Furthermore, the testing
database has also been extended from 142 pages to 200 pages to include new examples that
address different alignment issues that could lead to reading errors, thus providing more
statistical meaningfulness to the reading accuracy of our new approach. More empirical
and mathematical fine-tuning resulted from these additional experiments. Furthermore,
examples of the matched high-resolution images with the corresponding high-resolution
height maps are included in cate-book3dmaps.fiu.edu for the research community to use
as an accessible database. Researchers could thus validate their work or create new
algorithms based on 3D maps of over 200 processed pages, something that has never
been made possible in the past. Research on this data website that we offer as part of
this publication could provide other researchers the means to propose new mathematical
ways to correct for the page curvature, perform comparative studies with methods that
use stereo vision, grid modeling, or any other approaches they use for de-warping book
spreads. This certainly will advance the research potential in the automated book reader
design and related applications. The following sections will go into more details as to how
these text distortion corrections are accomplished. The resilience of our book reader’s
correction algorithm is further explored by rotating the book slightly (30◦ clockwise and
counterclockwise) to introduce a type of misalignment that could happen when a user
places the book on the book holder platform.

2. Experimental Setup and System Design. In the design shown in Figure 1(a), a
Bluetechnix Argos3D-P100 depth sensor is used to capture the book’s depth data. The
information provided by this sensor is captured based on the principle of time of flight
(ToF). This sensor can produce a grayscale low-resolution depth map image of 160× 120
pixels, which was converted to a height map (i.e., depth map), and fused with the high-
resolution image using homogeneous transformations. The high-resolution camera used
in our setup is the Canon G6, an inexpensive camera which offers a resolution of 7.1
megapixels. The high-resolution image of this camera is needed as input to the OCR
engine, once dewarped to overcome the curvature effect, to attain the highest reading
accuracy possible. The two camera devices of the proposed design were set up as shown
in Figure 1.
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(a) Design setup

(b) Placement of the cameras for fusing the 3D depth map (or height
map) to the high-resolution book spread image

Figure 1. Experimental setup of the book reader design

With this setup in place, the full height map of the book’s surface was obtained by
subtracting the average depth map of 60 frames of the book stand from the average depth
map of 60 frames of the book’s surface. This averaging is performed in order to obtain
reliable measurements of depth maps for use as height maps for estimating curvature of
the book spread. The uniform height was created by using only the center row of the
full height map and replicating it for all the other rows. Both these types of maps were
obtained for each of the book spreads. In this design, the capture planes are evidently
different for both devices and so are the resolutions of the two images. A challenge faced
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(a) The 2-D low-resolution book spread of the ToF sensor

(b) The 2-D higher resolution book spread of the Canon G6 Camera

Figure 2. Visual appreciation of the two imaging modalities from (a) the
low-resolution ToF Sensor and (b) the high-resolution Canon G6 Camera

when fusing the two images is the difficulty of matching the sparse height map determined
from the low-resolution ToF device to the high-resolution image that is used for reading
text.

For visual appreciation of this challenge, an example of the low-resolution image can be
seen in Figure 2(a), and the corresponding high-resolution capture with the Cannon G6
can be seen in Figure 2(b). The virtual triangles shown in these two imaging modalities
reflect the 3 points (2 along the spine of the book and a third point on one of the corners
of the book) to be matched using affine transformations for registering the two images.
Details of this registration method along with the mathematics used to derive the required
affine transformations are presented in Section 3.

3. Methods. The main objectives sought in this book reader design are (1) to address the
effect of the curvature of the pages of any bound book or magazine, and (2) to incorporate
a height map that can best describe the curvature of the book spread. Within these two
objectives, the main goal is to determine the best way to mathematically flatten the
book spread so as to yield the highest reading accuracy. The main challenge in seeking
this outcome is in the ability to create a complete high-resolution 3D image by fusing a
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low-resolution (sparse) 3D map for evaluating the page curvature to a high-resolution 2D
image used primarily for reading text.

3.1. Curvature correction method. The location of a given point or object (in this
case text) relative to the camera position may result in the so-called warping effect due to
page curvature. Ideally a high-resolution depth camera would be sufficient, but the unit
price for such 3D camera is prohibitive. To address this challenge, the low-resolution plane
is fused through affine transformations to the main high-resolution plane. The distance
from the high-resolution camera to the object remains fixed, then the factor affecting
the display can be attributed to the height of the object, which in this setup reflects the
curvature of the book spread. Therefore, the desired dewarping process, which includes
the extension of the curved pages, was derived based on the conceptual design shown in
Figure 3, introduced in earlier studies of our research group [45-47].

Figure 3. Conceptual design and geometry of the book reader

In this figure, V is defined as the distance of the image sensor from the lens, U is the
distance to the base of the platform where the book is placed from the lens, and point B1

given by (X, Y,−U ′) is a point along the book spread with a height of H(X, Y ). When
this location is captured by the camera, it yields the warped location (x∗, y∗, V ) as noted
by point C1. However, the desired flattened location on the image sensor plane should
be instead located at point C2, position shown since the point (X, Y,−U ′) should be at
point B2, location when it is flattened in reference to the book holder platform plane. To
make the necessary correction, a modified lens equation is used. Using the properties of
the lens and the geometrical layout of this system design, the following relationship is
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established:

y/Y = x/X = V/U (1)

Thus, by taking account of the height measure H(X,Y ), the 2-D warped coordinates
could be derived using Equation (2) as follows:

x∗/X = V/(U − H(X, Y )), and y∗/Y = V/(U − H(X, Y )) (2)

Since location (X,Y ) on the book spread is unknown, and because the desired location
is the corrected location (x, y) in the captured image, the height in terms of x and y can
be expressed as follows:

H(X, Y ) = H(x × (U/V ), y × (U/V )) = h(x, y) (3)

Measure h(x, y) is the height to be recovered from the dewarped image. Since the warped
location (x∗, y∗) is known, and in order to obtain h(x, y), our assumption is that the
changes along x∗ and y∗ are minimal, allowing for h(x, y) to be estimated as:

h(x, y) = h(x∗ + ∆x∗, y∗ + ∆y∗) ≈ h(x∗, y∗) (4)

Therefore, the corrected location (x, y) on the captured image plane can be expressed as
follows:

x = x∗ × (U − h(x∗, y∗))/U, and y = y∗ × (U − h(x∗, y∗))/U (5)

Applying this transformation (5) along all points will flatten the image. To further im-
prove these results so that the characters look more natural, the book spread needs to be
extended, as if one is pressing on the curved part near the spine of the book and has the
pages extend over to the left and right sides of the book. This can also be observed when
a book is pressed on a scanner or copier when making a copy so as to undo the book
curvature. Given the differential change in height defined as:

dhi = hi+1(x
∗, y∗) − hi(x

∗, y∗) (6)

with the differential change along the x direction being 1 pixel as in (7)

dxi = xi+1 − xi = 1 pixel (7)

The extended lengths (Li) can then be calculated as follows:

Li = (dhi − dxi)
1
2 (8)

Using Equation (8), as a function of xi, it is then possible to express the new extended
locations as:

xei+1
=

n∑
i=0

(xei
+ Li) (9)

where xe0 = x0 = 0, representing the starting point at the leftmost beginning of the
book (opposite side of PH

3 in Figure 4(b)) with n being the number of rows in the high-
resolution image. This extension adjustment is applied after the flattening process has
been performed. This extension process is akin to pressing near the spine of the book in
an effort to flatten out the pages. However, this process is challenging in that it extends
the book spread to the left and to the right of the spine of the book, and hence affects
the dimension of the text as reflected in Figures 9 and 10 for example. Thus, flattening of
the book spread followed by the extension process allowed for the image to be corrected
appropriately. These corrections have significantly attenuated the warping effect as the
results in Section 4 of this new design construct would confirm later.
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3.2. Registration of imaging modalities. The conversion of the low-resolution image
was then accomplished using homogeneous (affine) transformations of rotation and scaling
about the origin (top left most point) and translation until the center of the two triangles
are matched. These affine transformations were derived on the basis of the geometry
of the virtual triangles as defined by the three points, denoted as (PL

1 , PL
2 , and PL

3 ) in
the low-resolution image as shown in Figure 4(a) and as (PH

1 , PH
2 , and PH

3 ) in the high-
resolution image as shown in Figure 4(b). The new pixel values were then estimated using
bilinear interpolation.

(a) The 2-D low-resolution book spread

(b) The 2-D higher resolution book spread as that found in Figure
3

Figure 4. Geometry for registering the two imaging modalities

The conversion of the low-resolution image is then accomplished by using the homoge-
neous (affine) transformations of scaling, rotation (about the center of the image), and
translation until the center of the two triangles is matched.

The steps that perform such corrections are as follows:

(1) Determine the measurements of the vectors:
−→v H1,2 defines the vector from PH

1 to PH
2 and

−→v H1,3 defines the vector from PH
1 to PH

3−→v L1,2 defines the vector from PL
1 to PL

2 and
−→v L1,3 defines the vector from PL

1 to PL
3
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(2) Compute the scaling factor of the low-resolution image to the high-resolution one as
defined in Equation (10)

S =
∥−→v H1,2∥
∥−→v L1,2∥

=
∥−→v H1,3∥
∥−→v L1,3∥

(10)

(3) Determine the angle of rotation θ between the low- and high-resolution images using
Equation (11)

θ = cos−1 ∥−→v H1,2 ∗ −→v L1,2∥
∥−→v H1,2∥ ∗ ∥−→v L1,2∥

(11)

Once the scaling and rotation operations are performed on the basis of the scale factor and
angle of rotation as determined in Equations (10) and (11), respectively, new reference
points are computed for the new low-resolution image, where PL

1 , PL
2 and PL

3 become
P

′L
1 , P

′L
2 and P

′L
3 , respectively.

At this point, the reference triangles in both images are of the same size and orientation,
but their centers are offset from one another. Therefore, the translation required along the
x and y axes is determined through the ∆x and ∆y measurements found using Equation
(12).

∆x = PH
1x

− P
′L
1x

and ∆y = PH
1y

− P
′L
1y

(12)

When these affine transformations are applied to the original low-resolution image as
shown earlier in Figure 4(a), the result is the image shown in Figure 5, which is still a
low-resolution image but now has the same dimension as the high-resolution image of the
Canon G6 Camera.

Figure 5. The 2-D converted low-resolution book spread

Bilinear interpolation, as the next step, allows to generate a complete (full) height map
to fill in for all the missing pixels in between when converting the low-resolution from its
original dimensions of 160×120 pixels to the 3072×2304 pixels of the Canon G6 Camera.
The result of combining the low-resolution image and low-resolution map is shown in
Figure 6.

Once the registration and matching of the images are accomplished, using the same
transformation on the low-resolution height map, a new high-resolution height map can
be obtained, yielding the results shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. The 3-D full height map with the low-resolution image

Figure 7. The 3-D higher resolution full height map with the high-
resolution image. Note the high resolution of the text in comparison to
full height map with the low-resolution image shown in Figure 6.
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4. Results. This approach was tested using 200 pages of a book with their corresponding
full height maps. The uniform height maps were then obtained, by replicating the center
row of the height map (h) on all the other rows, as an alternative to the full height map
to see if such an approximation is sufficient for the curvature correction process. Lastly,
the book was physically rotated by 30 degrees clockwise for half of the 200 pages and then
30 degrees counterclockwise for the other half to test the book reader’s resilience to such
types of misalignments.

Once the images were corrected, they were fed into the latest and more robust version
of the OCR engine ABBYY FineReader v12.0. The resulting digital files were then
compared on a character by character basis with the actual digital version of the book’s
chapter. The character by character comparison was performed by an implementation
of the Myers’ Difference Algorithm, which finds the longest common chain of matching
characters in two sequences (control and test sample). Utilizing this algorithm allowed
us to both facilitate and expedite the comparison process, and was especially useful with
the unprecedented large number of pages (200) that were used in this study.

The following results demonstrate the corrections made possible by the proposed algo-
rithm using both uniform and full height maps on dewarping the pages of books or other
bound documents. The character recognition accuracy of the uncorrected and corrected
book spreads for all of the 200 pages at an average of about 3245 characters per page
were then compared.

4.1. Standard placement. The standard placement is achieved by positioning the book
spread at the center of the book reader base and placed parallel to the horizontal axis
which yields the image seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Standard alignment of the book spread

If we were to focus on a section of the book spread, it is possible to see the warping
effect that occurs as demonstrated in Figure 9(a). This arching effect occurs in the
majority of the tested book spreads. Figure 9(b) shows when the result of the usual
correction of the warped text using the uniform height map, while Figure 9(c) illustrates
the correction with the full height map. It is worth noting that the results of the proposed
correction algorithm using either map were better than the original, although the newly
improved OCR engine of the ABBYY FineReader v12.0. performed quite well even on
the curved pages. Table 1 shows a summary of the results for all the methods tested.
It is evident that both curvature correction procedures led to a much-enhanced reading
accuracy. Furthermore, it can be observed that using the full height map yielded better
results than when using the uniform one. This outcome was anticipated as the full height
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. Examples of the text correction process: (a) original warped
text, (b) corrected text with uniform height map and (c) corrected text
with full height map

Table 1. Summary of the standard positioned book spreads

Procedure
Min

accuracy
Max

accuracy
Mean

accuracy
VAR σ2 STD σ

Median
accuracy

(after sort)
Original 56.99% 99.18% 91.57% 48.17 6.94 93.25%

Uniform height map 63.97% 99.55% 95.55% 15.74 3.97 96.10%
Full height map 68.15% 99.12% 96.11% 11.15 3.34 96.56%

map better reflects the true nature of the page curvature, which obviously could not be
replicated by simply assuming a uniformly distributed curvature using either a single row
of text or when it is obtained from a lateral view of the book as in [55]. Correction errors
most certainly occur due to the complex nature of book curvatures as we leaf through the
book. A smarter expansion process (i.e., recognizing key points as reference from which
to start the expansion) could improve these results. Nonetheless, we still have to contend
with the imperfections of the ToF technology in extracting depth information and the
nonlinear nature of page curvatures.

Due to the warping present in the book’s page image much of the characters were not
recognized or were improperly recognized as can be appreciated in Figure 10(a), with
sections highlighted in white as being the text that was recognized. After performing
the correction with the uniform map, many more characters are recognized as shown in
Figure 10(b). On the other hand, Figure 10(c) shows how when the correction is made
using the full height map, more characters are recognized in contrast to the results shown
in Figure 10(b).

4.2. Misaligned placement. Many approaches rely on having a standard placement of
the book spread due to their sensitivity to placement/alignment disturbances. Therefore,
to further test the resilience of the proposed method, the book spreads were physically
rotated by 30 degrees. In this experiment, half of the 200 pages were rotated 30 degrees
clockwise and the other half 30 degrees counter clockwise; an example can be seen in
Figure 11.

The accuracy of the results for the rotated book spread images remained quite high
despite the rotation. However, the overall accuracy was still lower than with the standard
placement. The overall accuracy results are given in Table 2 which shows a statistical
summary of the results of the proposed algorithm with both height maps. According to
our expectations, the highest overall accuracy and lowest variance were obtained when
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10. Examples of standard placement results for: (a) original, (b)
corrections with uniform map, and (c) corrections with full height map

Figure 11. Rotated book spread

using the full height map. On the other hand, the uniform maps yielded a less accurate
performance, indicating that replicating a single row height profile throughout the page
was not resilient to misalignment, represented here as a rotation. Nonetheless, the variance
in the reading accuracy through all the pages remained lower than for the uncorrected
version.

An example of the effect of the disturbance cause by the rotation can be appreciated
in Figure 12 where the rotation caused the OCR to recognize more character on the warp
image as can be seen in Figure 12(a) than those in Figure 10(a), however, this does not
always occur and yet there are still many characters which were not accurately recognized.
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Table 2. Summary of the rotated positioned book spreads

Procedure
Min

accuracy
Max

accuracy
Mean

accuracy
VAR σ2 STD σ

Median accuracy
(after sort)

Original 60.26% 99.51% 90.00% 84.82 9.21 95.74%
Uniform map 41.51% 99.03% 90.63% 54.88 7.41 91.56%

Full map 82.60% 99.37% 94.75% 16.88 4.11 95.74%

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12. Examples of rotated placement results for: (a) original, (b)
corrections with uniform map, and (c) corrections with full map

The correction with the uniform map led to an improvement on the recognition on the
upper portion of the text in the page, however, the bottom part of the page did not fit
that particular uniform map therefore was not properly correct and thus many of the
characters were improperly or not recognized at all as shown in Figure 12(b). The full
correction did improve the overall recognition of the characters as shown in Figure 12(c);
however, this was not as high as the corrections on the standard placement image shown
earlier in Figure 10(c).

The results shown in this section have certainly improved significantly from the group
initial work as reported in [55]. Notable improvements are made over previous similar
studies reported by our research group, mainly because of a unique registration process of
the two imaging modalities so that the low-resolution (160 × 120 pixels) depth informa-
tion, as acquired by an Argos3D-P100 camera, accurately covers the entire book spread as
captured by the high-resolution image (3072× 2304 pixels). This has led to the seamless
fusion of the two imaging modalities. Additionally, this process has helped in the devel-
opment of a highly accurate dewarping procedure, which is supported through a strong
mathematical framework and extensive empirical evaluations involving 200 pages in the
testing phase. Consequently, with the proposed book reader design, each pixel is now
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defined by its spatial coordinates x and y and its height (z) which expresses the curvature
of the book at that particular point. Certainly, additional improvements may relate to
the inherent technological advances of the OCR engine itself.

5. Conclusion. This study introduced a new fully-integrated and automated book reader
design as an assistive technology tool for persons with visual impairment and blindness.
Although such a system could be used for digitization purposes, its intent here is for
reading books and other bound reading materials where text is distorted due to nonlinear
and dynamic page curvatures as one leaves through the pages of the book.

The mathematical foundation that explores the geometry of the book reading setup,
along with the height maps that were calculated, showed that performing dewarping cor-
rections by integrating the full height maps with high-resolution images provides signifi-
cant text reading accuracy improvements. Furthermore, the proposed book reader proved
to be more resilient to book spread misalignments, as reflected through the homogeneous
rotation transformation examples. Such misalignments are shown to affect the reading
accuracy when curvature correction is achieved using the uniform map (i.e., a map ob-
tained through a single row height profile, which is then replicated throughout the other
rows). However, when using the full height map (i.e., each pixel of the high-resolution
image has a height associated with it, which means a full 3D map of the book spread) the
results were as good as for those images acquired from a book that was properly placed.

Although the extension component of the algorithm introduces some noise, it still pro-
vided improved results in most cases. The extension operation of the algorithm (correcting
for the text as the book spread is mathematically flattened) is shown to yield better results
by selecting better reference points and/or performing smarter expansions; and by taking
account of the orientation or any other misalignment of the book spread. Other factors
which could improve the performance of the book reader could be a better registration
process for matching or fusing the low-resolution height map to the high-resolution image
(e.g., through trilinear image registration) as used with the renown FMRIB Software Li-
brary (FSL) software for the registration of the low-resolution PET to the high-resolution
MRI brain scans in medical imaging.

It should be noted that if we were to seek high-resolution height maps, which would
help resolve or facilitate the registration process, the price of the ToF device that provides
such high-resolution depth information will increase manifold, but the intent here was to
build a cost-effective book reader. Furthermore, although significant improvements have
been made by current OCR engines such as the ABBYY FineReader 12, there is still
room for improvement in order to achieve enhanced text recognition in distorted images
of bound books and magazines due to curvature. Such curvature is dynamic in nature
and a function of the number of pages that have been flipped to one side in relation to
the other, with respect to the spine of the book, which makes the use of a ToF the more
meaningful. This last challenge, of dynamic nonlinear curvatures of pages, is what led us
to use a ToF device to extract the depth information, which in turn are converted into
height maps.

In seeking cost effectiveness of the design, we managed to set up a mathematical frame-
work to match the low-resolution height maps obtained using the cheapest ToF device
available in the market to the high-resolution camera used for capturing the text to be
fed into the OCR. It is worth noting that of all the studies that relate to this work and
are referenced here, this research endeavor included the largest number of processed pages
(200) that were acquired. Therefore, a website is made available to our research commu-
nity to use such a database not only for developing new ways of constructing smoother
height maps from the raw results of the ToF device, as they are matched to high-resolution
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images (also provided in the named website), but also in developing algorithms for new
dewarping and flattening mechanisms that will further enhance OCR and text to speech
accuracy, perhaps to be utilized in future book reader designs or other applications in-
volving the use of raw depth maps. This database is accessible through the following
website: cate-book3dmaps.fiu.edu.

For future work, we intend to perform adjustments for improving the matching of the
low-resolution height map with the high-resolution image through new different image
registration processes that could account for the normalized mutual information between
the two imaging modalities. Other improvement could be focused on the correction algo-
rithm, for instance in the selection on smarter points to perform the expansion such as by
considering the orientation of the book spread, and by determining the best fit for these
nonlinear page curvatures given the raw depth maps.

As observed through our experimental evaluations, current state-of-the-art OCR en-
gines such as ABBYY FineReader 12 have experienced great design improvements that
are more tolerant of misalignments, perspective and barrel effects, and rotation. However,
additional improvements are still needed to contend with book curvature, which are inher-
ently nonlinear with respect to both the spine of the book as well as the page number that
is being read as one leaves through the book. In addressing this contentious issue, this
study presents an alternative design for a portable book reader which can yield enhanced
text identification, and hence higher reading accuracy, but with the added potential of
using such a design construct for fully automating the process for both book readers and
document digitization in line with the initiative of the Open Content Alliance (OCA) for
the book digitization project.
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